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UK Market Snapshot 
UK markets finished lower yesterday, weighed down by losses in mining and financial sector 

stocks. HSBC Holdings tumbled 6.6%, after the lender reported lower than expected annual 

pretax profit and announced its intention to trim around 35,000 jobs globally. Glencore 

declined 4.5%, after the miner swung a net loss in 2019, due to weak commodity prices and a 

$2.8 billion impairment charge. BHP Group fell 1.4%, as it reported lower than expected 

interim pretax profit and warned of the threat of the coronavirus outbreak for 2020. On the 

flipside, InterContinental Hotels Group advanced 2.1%, following a jump in its annual revenue 

and pretax profit. Severn Trent gained 1.3%, after a top broker raised its target price on the 

stock to 2,550.0p from 2,000.0p and upgraded its rating to ‘Neutral’ from ‘Underweight’. The 

FTSE 100 declined 0.7%, to close at 7,382.0, while the FTSE 250 fell 0.7%, to end at 

21,678.5.   

US Market Snapshot 
US markets closed mostly lower yesterday, led by losses in technology and financial sector 

stocks. Conagra Brands declined 6.2%, after the food producer slashed its sales and 

earnings guidance for the full year. Apple dropped 1.8%, after the company lowered its 

second quarter revenue outlook, citing weaker production and lower Chinese demand due to 

coronavirus outbreak. General Electric fell 0.6%, following reports that the US government is 

considering a proposal to block the export of jet engines co-produced by the company to 

China. On the contrary, Advance Auto Parts advanced 6.2%, after the auto parts retailer 

posted a higher than expected earnings in the fourth quarter. Walmart gained 1.5%. The 

retail giant’s fourth quarter revenue and earnings missed market expectations and slashed its 

annual earnings outlook. The S&P 500 slipped 0.3%, to settle at 3,370.3. The DJIA fell 0.6%, 

to settle at 29,232.2, while the NASDAQ marginally rose to close at 9,732.7.   

Europe Market Snapshot 
European markets finished in negative territory yesterday, dragged down by losses in 

technology and automobile sector stocks. Chipmakers, STMicroelectronics, ams and Dialog 

Semiconductor shed 1.2%, 1.8% and 4.3%, respectively. HeidelbergCement declined 2.6%, 

after the German cement maker reported a drop in its revenue for the fourth quarter. Sonova 

Holding fell 0.6%, after the Swiss hearing aid firm voluntarily recalled the initial versions of the 

HiRes Ultra and Ultra 3D cochlear implant devices, due to deterioration in its hearing 

performance. On the flipside, Straumann Holding gained 2.1%, after the Swiss dental implant 

maker’s full year revenue came in above analysts’ estimates. The FTSEurofirst 300 index 

slipped 0.4%, to settle at 1,677.5. The German DAX Xetra fell 0.7%, to settle at 13,681.2, 

while the French CAC-40 shed 0.5%, to close at 6,056.8.   

Asia Market Snapshot 
Markets in Asia are trading higher this morning. In Japan, Advantest, SUMCO and Nisshin 

Seifun Group have advanced 4.1%, 4.6% and 5.1%, respectively. Meanwhile, JFE Holdings, 

Kobe Steel and Dentsu Group have declined 2.0%, 2.5% and 3.1%, respectively. In Hong 

Kong, China Unicom Hong Kong, China Construction Bank and WH Group have risen 1.4%, 

1.7% and 3.1%, respectively. Meanwhile, CK Hutchison Holdings, BOC Hong Kong Holdings 

and New World Development have fallen 0.6%, 0.9% and 1.0%, respectively. In South Korea, 

NAVER, Kakao and NCSoft have gained 2.1%, 4.1% and 5.2%, respectively. Meanwhile, 

Woongjin Coway, E-MART and LG Chem have dropped 2.4%, 2.7% and 2.9%, respectively. 

The Nikkei 225 index is trading 1.1% higher at 23,448.7. The Hang Seng index is trading 

0.4% up at 27,651.4, while the Kospi index is trading 0.1% higher at 2,210.8.  
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UK 

Note: All Estimates are for Full Year 

Key Corporate Releases Today Click here to open an account 

      Full Year Consensus 

Company Name Results Currency Estimated EPS Estimated Revenue (Mn) 

RPS Group Plc Final GBP 0.12  626.00  

Hochschild Mining Plc Final GBP 0.09  582.49  

Intu Properties Plc Final GBP  -  479.50  

Low & Bonar Plc Final GBP 0.01  325.50  

Harwood Wealth Management Group Plc Final GBP  -  35.60  

Bacanora Lithium Plc Interim GBP (0.01)  -  

Laura Ashley Holdings Plc Interim GBP  -   -  
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Commodity, Currency and Bitcoin 

❑ At 0430GMT today, Brent crude oil one-month futures contract is trading 1.02% or $0.59 higher at $58.34 per barrel, ahead of the 

American Petroleum Institute’s weekly oil inventory data, scheduled to be released later today. Yesterday, the contract climbed 0.14% 

or $0.08, to settle at $57.75 per barrel. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, Gold futures contract is trading 0.28% or $4.50 higher at $1604.50 per ounce. Yesterday, the contract climbed 

1.09% or $17.30, to settle at $1600.00 per ounce, as investors sought refuge in the safe-have asset, amid mounting worries over the 

impact of coronavirus outbreak on global economic growth.  

❑ At 0430GMT today, BTC is trading 0.35% lower against the USD 

at $10119.28. Yesterday, BTC advanced 5.27% against the 

USD to close at $10154.96. In major news, the UK-based 

cryptocurrency lending startup, Celsius Network has teamed up 

with fiat-to-crypto payments provider, Simplex, to offer in-app 

cryptocurrency purchases. In another development, 

cryptocurrency custody provider, BitGo has acquired security 

token startup, Harbor, to build a new digital infrastructure for 

financial services.  

❑ At 0430GMT today, the EUR is trading 0.06% higher against the USD at $1.0798, ahead of the Euro-zone current account data and 

construction output data, both for December, slated to be released in a few hours. Additionally, investors await the US building permits 

data and housing starts data, both for January, scheduled later today. Yesterday, the EUR weakened 0.41% versus the USD, to close 

at $1.0792, after the Euro-zone economic sentiment index unexpectedly fell in February. In other economic news, the US NY Empire 

State manufacturing index unexpectedly rose to a 9-month high in February, whereas the housing market index dropped in February. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, the GBP is trading marginally higher against the USD at $1.3000, ahead of the UK inflation data and retail price 

index, both for January, due in a few hours.  Yesterday, the GBP weakened 0.08% versus the USD, to close at $1.2998, amid 

concerns over the conflicting opinions between the UK and the European Union. On the data front, the UK ILO unemployment rate 

remained unchanged in the October-December 2019 period, whereas the average weekly earnings rose less than expected in the 

same period.  
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To start trading Bitcoin Click Here 

Highly competitive and efficient international money transfers. Corporates sending multiple millions or private clients buying overseas properties, by using 

cutting edge technology we process your payments at very low rates and pass those savings on to you. 
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Can Currencyflo cut your cost? Call 020 3963 4960 or for more information www.currencyflo.com  
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FTSE All Share Index- Performance 

UK Top Sector Performers 

UK Worst Sector Performers 

UK ILO unemployment rate remain unchanged in the October-December 2019 period 

In the UK, the ILO unemployment rate remained flat at a level of 3.80% in the October-December 2019 period, meeting market expectations. 

Euro-zone economic sentiment index unexpectedly declined in February 

In the Euro-zone, the economic sentiment index recorded an unexpected drop to a level of 10.40 in February, compared to a reading of 

25.60 in the previous month. Market expectation was for the index to climb to a level of 30.00. 

German current situation index dropped in February 

In Germany, the current situation index eased to a level of -15.70 in February, compared to a reading of -9.50 in the previous month. Market 

expectation was for the index to drop to a level of -10.00. 

German economic sentiment index eased in February 

In Germany, the economic sentiment index fell to a level of 8.70 in February, lower than market expectations of a drop to 20.40. In the 

previous month, the index had registered to a level of 26.70. 

US NY Empire State manufacturing index unexpectedly advanced in February 

In the US, the NY Empire State manufacturing index advanced unexpectedly to a level of 12.90 in February, compared to market 

expectations of a fall to a level of 4.50. The index had registered to a level of 4.80 in the previous month.  

Key Economic News  

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Mobile Telecommunications 3522.51 92.26 2.7% 0.6% 11.5%

Fixed Line Telecommunications 1886.91 23.39 1.3% -13.9% -30.0%

Pharmaceuticals & Biotechnology 17215.53 201.76 1.2% -6.6% 13.9%

Gas, Water & Multiutilities 5839.57 66.70 1.2% 4.0% 16.5%

Electricity 9638.87 49.94 0.5% 11.7% 32.8%

Click here to open an account 

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Banks 3497.16 -153.38 -4.2% -5.8% -10.0%

Automobiles & Parts 4669.70 -137.78 -2.9% -3.9% -33.4%

Industrial Metals 3555.59 -82.88 -2.3% -8.9% -31.8%

Oil Equipment & Services 7995.41 -185.69 -2.3% -1.7% -24.2%

General Industrials 6186.53 -130.28 -2.1% -0.3% 8.2%
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The Times 

Bank speech was leaked to market 

trader: A market-moving speech by the 

Bank of England’s Deputy Governor was 

sent to a foreign exchange trader more than 

an hour before it was delivered, it can be 

revealed, highlighting the scale of a security 

breach at the institution. 

Supply of car parts from China could run 

out in weeks: The biggest maker of cars in 

Britain has warned that it could run out of 

key components from China within a 

fortnight because of the coronavirus 

outbreak. 

Retailers demand digital sales tax in bid 

to save high street: The £360 billion retail 

property sector has joined calls for the 

government to urgently overhaul the 

business rates system. 

Sack me if I fail, Nissan head Uchida 

tells impatient investors: The new Chief 

Executive of Nissan has told frustrated 

shareholders that he will accept being fired 

if he fails to turn around the Japanese 

carmaker. 

Review proves we have plenty of 

friends, says Amigo: Several parties have 

expressed an interest in buying Amigo 

Holdings, the company said as it updated 

investors on a strategic review. 

Wind of change is in favour of 

Renewables Infrastructure Group: A 

London-listed renewable energy investor 

has reported a sharp rise in annual profit, 

despite falling power prices and slower 

wind speeds in Britain than had been 

forecast. 

Disappointing Christmas sales are a gift 

for Asda’s critics inside Walmart: The 

trend for cost-conscious shoppers to cut 

back on gifts for extended families in favour 

of spending on their children knocked sales 

at Asda in the run-up to Christmas. 

Petrofac wins Gulf contracts for $1.65 

billion: Investors in Petrofac enjoyed a rare 

bit of good news when the troubled oil 

services group said that it had secured 

$1.65 billion of new work in the United Arab 

Emirates. 

Beales prepares to close its last 

department stores: The final 11 Beales 

department stores are set to close, after 

administrators failed to find a buyer. 

Atomico’s fifth tech investment fund 

closes at $820 million: A technology-

focused venture capital company created 

by the co-founder of Skype has raised $820 

million to invest in European start-ups that 

can deliver “transformational change” 

across society. 

Fund manager Franklin Resources to 

buy Legg Mason in $4.5 billion deal: A 

spate of fund manager mergers continued 

as Franklin Resources of the United States 

agreed to buy Legg Mason, a rival, for $4.5 

billion. The deal would create a $1.5 trillion 

asset manager. 

Companies go Dutch to avoid fallout 

from Brexit: The Dutch government has 

lured 140 companies to the Netherlands 

since the Brexit referendum in 2016, The 

Times has learnt. 

The Independent 

HSBC to cut 35,000 jobs as profits fall by 

a third: HSBC has announced it will axe 

35,000 jobs worldwide as part of a major 

restructuring after the bank’s profits fell by a 

third last year. 

Financial Times 

Alphabet shuts power kites project: 

Google-parent Alphabet is shutting down its 

power-generating kites company Makani, 

the first closure of a so-called moonshot 

project since founders Larry Page and 

Sergey Brin stepped back from 

management in December. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.S. sanctions Rosneft subsidiary over 

Venezuelan oil: The Trump administration 

has imposed sanctions on the trading arm 

of Rosneft, Russia’s state oil champion, for 

transporting Venezuelan crude in violation 

of U.S. sanctions, ramping up its pressure 

campaign to oust Venezuela’s President 

Nicolás Maduro from power. 

To Read More Click Here 

BHP Chief Executive upbeat on potash 

despite Anglo deal: The new Chief 

Executive of BHP, the world’s biggest 

natural resources group, has brushed aside 

concerns about the re-entry of Anglo 

American to the fertiliser market. 

To Read More Click Here 

PG&E posts $3.6 billion quarterly loss 

after wildfire settlement: Pacific Gas and 

Electric reported a $3.6 billion quarterly loss 

driven by a hefty charge associated with a 

settlement it reached with wildfire victims. 

To Read More Click Here 

Glencore Chief dismisses BP’s net zero 

emissions target: Glencore’s billionaire 

Chief has taken a swipe at BP, dismissing 

the oil major’s plan to cut its greenhouse 

gas emissions to net zero by 2050 as 

“wishy washy”. 

To Read More Click Here 

BHP’s new Chief signals shift to low-

carbon focus: The new Chief Executive of 

BHP said he wanted to expand in the 

commodities that would be needed in the 

shift to a low-carbon economy and was 

prepared to sell its thermal coal assets at 

the right price. 

To Read More Click Here 

Newspaper Summary 

Share Tips, Bids and Rumours 

• The Times (Tempus share tips): Risk assessments go beyond Apple. 

• Financial Times: Franklin Templeton has agreed to buy rival Legg Mason for $6.5 billion including debt. 

• Financial Times: U.K. steel magnate Sanjeev Gupta has completed the acquisition of a bankrupt Indian steelmaker Adhunik Metaliks 

and Zion Steel, part of the Adhunik Group after a long court battle. 

• Financial Times: Intesa Sanpaolo, Italy’s biggest domestic lender, has launched a €4.86 billion takeover bid for its rival UBI Banca. 

Click here to open an account 
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Tepper joins throng of hedge fund 

managers in Intelsat: David Tepper’s 

Appaloosa Management has taken a 7% 

equity stake in Intelsat, becoming the latest 

hedge fund to weigh on the high-stakes 

battle over the satellite operator’s valuable 

wireless spectrum. 

To Read More Click Here 

Intesa Sanpaolo in €4.9 billion bid for 

rival UBI Banca: Intesa Sanpaolo, Italy’s 

biggest domestic lender, has launched a 

€4.86 billion ($5.26 billion) takeover bid for 

its rival UBI Banca in an audacious attempt 

to kick-start consolidation in Italy's 

fragmented banking sector. 

To Read More Click Here 

Hedge fund Renaissance built stake 

ahead of Tesla surge: Renaissance 

Technologies, a secretive computer-

powered hedge fund founded by billionaire 

Jim Simons, added nearly 3.3m Tesla 

shares ahead of the electric car maker’s 

surge earlier this year. 

To Read More Click Here 

Moody’s downgrades Renault in wake of 

2019 tumult: Renault has been punished 

for its weak full-year results last week with a 

downgrade of its credit rating into junk 

territory by Moody’s, the rating agency. 

To Read More Click Here 

Tesla’s German ‘gigafactory’ stalled by 

environmental objections: German 

Economy Minister Peter Altmaier has called 

for the swift completion of Tesla’s future 

“gigafactory” near Berlin, just days after a 

German court issued a temporary injunction 

preventing work at the site. 

To Read More Click Here 

Jaguar Land Rover rushes parts out of 

China in suitcases: Jaguar Land Rover is 

flying components out of China in suitcases 

as it races to prevent its U.K. plants from 

closing by the end of this month. 

To Read More Click Here 

Gupta completes acquisition of bankrupt 

Indian steelmaker: U.K. steel magnate 

Sanjeev Gupta has completed the 

acquisition of a bankrupt Indian steelmaker 

after a long court battle, the first foray by his 

GFG Alliance into the country’s fast-

growing market following previous failed 

attempts. 

To Read More Click Here 

New Nissan head signals pay cuts and 

deeper restructuring: Nissan’s Chief 

Executive has told shareholders he will step 

down if he fails to reverse the company’s 

dismal performance, as the lossmaking 

Japanese carmaker signalled cuts to 

executive pay and deeper restructuring 

measures in the U.S. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.S. film studios to build Reading 

production hub: A U.S. studio that helped 

the state of Georgia become a Hollywood 

production hub is to build a new film and 

television complex in Reading, as Britain’s 

entertainment sector races to cater for the 

worldwide boom in content production. 

To Read More Click Here 

Thomson Reuters faces freelancer 

backlash over tax changes: Dozens of 

freelance workers at Thomson Reuters are 

threatening to leave the media group unless 

it guarantees their pay will not fall due to a 

government crackdown on tax avoidance. 

To Read More Click Here 

Watchdog threatens audit firms with 

extra reforms: The U.K. competition 

watchdog has warned of further drastic 

reforms of the audit market if the industry 

continues to “continue to oppose or 

undermine” its proposed shake-up of the 

sector. 

To Read More Click Here 

Macy’s shares drop after S&P 

downgrades to junk: Macy’s credit rating 

was cut to junk status at S&P Global 

Ratings, two weeks after it unveiled a $1.5 

billion cost-cutting plan amid pressure to 

adapt to declining mall traffic and 

consumers’ growing appetite for online 

shopping. 

To Read More Click Here 

Walmart disappoints with weak 

Christmas sales: The world’s biggest 

retailer Walmart has reported a drop in 

profits and a sharp slowdown in U.S. 

revenue growth after sales of toys, 

computer games and clothing were 

unexpectedly weak in the run-up to 

Christmas. 

To Read More Click Here 

Kirin investor demands board changes 

at brewer: One of Kirin’s biggest investors 

has given the brewer an ultimatum, 

demanding it choose between a significant 

change to its board or risk a proxy battle at 

the annual meeting. 

To Read More Click Here 

IHG Hong Kong sales tumble after 

unrest in territory: InterContinental Hotels 

Group, the owner of Crowne Plaza and 

Holiday Inn, has continued to ink deals with 

franchisees in China despite the 

coronavirus outbreak closing thousands of 

hotels across the country. 

To Read More Click Here 

Apple’s coronavirus sales warning hits 

global stocks: Global stocks dipped as a 

sales warning from Apple rippled across 

markets in the latest sign of the mounting 

corporate and financial cost of the 

coronavirus outbreak. 

To Read More Click Here 

Coronavirus hits return to work at 

Apple’s biggest iPhone plant: Apple’s 

biggest iPhone plant is struggling to return 

to full production after China’s new year 

holiday because of restrictions on 

movement caused by the coronavirus, 

adding to concerns that the outbreak will 

have a lasting effect on the U.S. company. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lex:  

Franklin/Legg Mason: at full Peltz: 

Activist investor is bearish on active asset 

management. 

To Read More Click Here 

Glencore: old king coal: The black stuff is 

leaving a grubby mark at Swiss-based 

group. 

To Read More Click Here 

Corporate bonds: schlock full: Investors 

seem unfazed that more debt could fall off 

investment grade ladder. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lombard: 

ITV must recognise reputational risk of 

‘Love Island’: Corporate reputations can 

be destroyed in minutes. Sometimes it 

takes years. A dating show with a sunny 

image is acquiring dark undertones. The 

third suicide linked to ITV’s Love Island 

should give pause to investors and heads 

alike. 

To Read More Click Here 
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The Daily Telegraph 

HSBC ‘bloodbath’ is brutal but may not 

be brutal enough: Despite swingeing cuts, 

HSBC profits still came in at a lofty $13.3 

billion, second only to Shell in the FTSE 

100 

The Questor Column: 

Questor: S&U’s performance in sluggish 

times shows the strength of its model: 

We have already made a capital gain of 

34.1%, with a final dividend of 51p a share 

and an interim worth 34p thrown in for good 

measure, but last week’s trading statement 

suggests there could be more to come from 

S&U, tipped here in April last year. Through 

its Advantage Finance arm, the company 

provides consumers with “non-prime” loans 

for used cars, while the fledgling Aspen 

Bridging operation offers property loans for 

individuals and commercial borrowers who 

wish to purchase or refurbish an asset. 

Demand for used cars seems much more 

buoyant than for new ones and Advantage 

has an excellent record when it comes to 

choosing which customers to accept and 

setting the right terms so that the loan book 

is of good quality. Aspen takes a similarly 

selective approach. Some investors may 

have worried unduly that Britain’s flaccid 

economy would hold back S&U and leave it 

exposed to bad debts. The full-year update 

offers reassurance on both fronts. The 

Chairman, Anthony Coombs, highlighted a 

post-election rise in transaction numbers at 

Advantage and increased customer interest 

at Aspen. Advantage processed a record 

number of applications in 2019 and 

customer numbers set a new high as net 

receivables rose by 8% year on year. 

Collections also rose nicely at Aspen. As a 

result, the management team expects to 

meet analysts’ earnings forecasts for the 

year to January 2020 and existing financing 

agreements leave plenty of headroom for 

further growth in the coming 12 months. 

The company has also declared its second 

interim dividend of 36p to take the total so 

far to 70p a share, a 4.5% increase on the 

same stage last year. That helps to 

highlight the valuation case for the stock. A 

yield of 5.1% looks attractive, especially as 

S&U’s streak of increases in its annual 

dividend runs to more than a decade, and 

the forecast earnings multiple of 10.1 is far 

from demanding. The valuation, at least in 

part, probably reflects continuing scepticism 

about the economy and an upturn would 

help sentiment, but S&U’s performance in 

the past few years shows the strength of its 

model and the potential for consistent cash 

flows and therefore further dividend growth. 

Questor says, “Hold”. 

Daily Mail 

Hopes of a bidding war sends shares in 

'legal loan shark' Amigo soaring 8.4% 

despite pressure from regulators: Hopes 

that a bidding war could be brewing have 

sent Amigo soaring. 

Now Coronavirus outbreak hits Apple, 

Land Rover and the owner of Holiday 

Inn: Apple, Jaguar Land Rover and the 

owner of Holiday Inn have become the 

latest businesses to spell out the impact of 

the deadly coronavirus. 

Theatre marketing firm Reach 4 

Entertainment shares rise by a third 

after doing a roaring trade: The theatre 

marketing firm that promoted Hamilton and 

The Lion King saw its shares rise by nearly 

a third as it signaled strong results for 2019. 

Cenkos makes history as it becomes the 

first U.K. stockbroker to appoint a 

female Chairman: Cenkos has become the 

first stockbroker in the U.K. to appoint a 

female Chairman. Lisa Gordon, who was 

the youngest woman to be made director of 

a listed company when she joined the 

media firm Chrysalis in 1994 at the age of 

28, is joining Cenkos as it finally attempts to 

turn a corner under new leadership. 

The Scottish Herald 

Cairn Energy makes oil find off Mexico: 

Cairn Energy has received another boost to 

its exploration credentials after making what 

may be a significant find off Mexico with 

partners. 

Flats plan lodged for former Calderwood 

Lodge Primary School at Newlands in 

Glasgow: Scottish housebuilder CCG 

Homes has submitted a planning 

application for a luxury apartment 

development on the former Calderwood 

Lodge Primary School site in Newlands on 

the south side of Glasgow. 

Executive recruitment firm unveils 

record turnover and plan to double staff: 

Imultiply, the finance and executive search 

company with offices in Edinburgh, 

Glasgow and Belfast, has posted record 

year-end profits as it signaled plans to 

double staff numbers in five years. 

The Scotsman 

Packaging firm Saica unwraps £50 

million plus investment in Scotland: 

Packaging specialist Saica Group has 

unveiled a £50 million plus investment in 

Scotland – planning to create a purpose-

built production facility in Livingston. 

Glasgow data specialist aims high with 

European Space Agency partnership: A 

Glasgow blockchain-enabled start-up has 

unveiled the start of a project, co-funded by 

the European Space Agency (ESA), to 

develop services for the global mining 

community. 

Communications group Cello embarks 

on shake-up of Edinburgh-based 

agencies: Communications and brand 

outfit Cello has unveiled a restructuring of 

its Edinburgh-based businesses with Leith 

Agency veteran John Rowley taking on a 

new non-executive role. 

Scottish fintech firm GiftRound pushes 

button on scale-up crowdfunding: A 

Scottish fintech venture that facilitates 

cashless gift collections is launching a new 

round of crowdfunding as it looks to scale 

up. 

Scottish wind farm owner Trig sees 

generation capacity jump 50%: The 

Renewables Infrastructure Group, owner of 

a string of Scottish wind farms and other 

green energy projects, has reported a 

strong financial performance with a 50% 

hike in generating capacity.   
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